Abstract

This paper presents an approach for incorporating non-functional information of software systems into software architectures. To do so, components present two distinguished slots: their non-functional specification, where non-functional requirements on components are placed, and their non-functional behaviour with respect to these requirements. Also, connector protocols may describe which non-functional aspects are relevant to component connections. We propose a notation to describe non-functionality in a systematic manner, and we use it to analyse two particular aspects of the meeting scheduler case study, user interaction and performance.

1. Introduction

Software systems are characterised both by their functionality (what the system does) and by their non-functionality or quality (how the system behaves with respect to some observable attributes like performance, reusability, reliability, etc.). Both aspects are relevant to software development but, traditionally, much more work has been done for the first one than for the second, especially concerning specification languages and, lately, also architectural languages. This happens in spite of the fact that many researchers have pointed out the convenience of non-functional features appearing in those languages [5, 15, 18, 19, 22].

In this paper, we are going to propose a way of putting non-functional information of software systems into software architectures. So long as we are not interested in a particular software architectural style or notation, we will use an ad-hoc language for describing components and connectors, and we will focus on the non-functional part, by explaining how we incorporate it into components and connectors and by presenting a language called NoFun to describe it. We will illustrate the feasibility of our approach by addressing two particular aspects of the meeting scheduler case study.

Before introducing our proposal, we need to clarify our point of view about non-functionality. We distinguish three key concepts:

- **Non-functional attribute** (short, NF-attribute): any attribute of software which serves as a mean to describe it and possibly to evaluate it. Among the most widely accepted [3, 4, 13, 14, 17] we can mention: time and space efficiency, reusability, maintainability, reliability and usability. In our approach, we allow arbitrary identification and definition of NF-attributes.

- **Non-functional behaviour** (short, NF-behaviour): any assignment of values to the NF-attributes that are in use in a particular software unit (component, connector, port, etc.).

- **Non-functional requirement** (short, NF-requirement): any constraint referred to a subset of the NF-attributes that are in use in a particular software unit.
2. A Model for Software Architecture

Our model for software architecture distinguishes two usual kinds of units, components and connectors.

2.1 Components

According to [1], "components are the active, computational entities of a system... The relationship between a component and its environment is defined explicitly as a collection of interaction points, or ports". In our current framework, we restrict ourselves to software components, although we feel that most of the ideas presented here could be applied also to physical components without significant differences.

Basic software components are software modules (classes), but others can be defined: libraries of reusable components, whole systems, clusters of similar systems, etc. However, we do not fix the set of valid software components.

In our software architecture style, components have a specification and an implementation, each one with a functional part and a non-functional one.

- The functional specification describes the services that the component provides. To be accurate, functional specifications should be stated using any of the existing specification languages, like Z [20] and Larch [9] for sequential systems, or CSP [12] and CHAM [2] for more general ones.
- The non-functional specification declares which NF-attributes are of interest for the component and establishes properties concerning them by means of NF-requirements. In fact, NF-attributes will be often defined in separate and independent modules, called attribute modules, to be reused in many contexts.
- The functional implementation is the operational artefact that makes the functional specification to work out. It may be compound, to obtain the implementation of a component in terms of a software architecture that glues simpler ones. Usual programming languages can be used for implementation purposes.
- The non-functional implementation is a description of the NF-behaviour of the functional implementation with respect to the NF-attributes declared in the non-functional specification.

In fact, much of a component specification come from its classification in a component type, which provide some implicit properties; it is sometimes said that a component is an instance of its component type. For instance, a filter is a type of component that carries out a manipulation of input data and renders the result to an output port. Some useful taxonomies of components exist in the literature (e.g., [10, 11]). Although we plan to do it in the future, in the current state of our work we have not bound yet non-functional information to any of these component types, but directly to component instances.

Non-functional issues will be introduced in architectures using the language presented in section 3.

2.2. Connectors

Once again, we adopt the definition appearing in [1] that states that "connectors define the interaction between components. Each connector provides a way for a collection of ports to come into contact and logically defines the protocol through which a set of components will interact". Connectors can be then as diverse as: method invocation, network connection, data sharing, etc.

In any case, and not surprisingly, connectors can be also divided into the same parts as components. Functional specification can define things as: network connection protocol, parameter passing mechanism, etc. Non-functional specification will introduce NF-attributes as: reliability of connection, efficiency, etc., together with NF-requirements. Implementations will work as in components.

Fig. 1 shows an example of software architecture (borrowed from [1]) which is an instance of the pipe-filter architectural style: components are filters, while connectors are pipes supporting dataflow between two filters. Pipes connects filters using the appropriate ports; other ports remain free, standing for external connections of the resulting system.

- Fig. 1: A pipe-filter software architecture.
3. The Language NoFun

In this section, we present the highlights of a language called NoFun aimed at stating non-functional information into software components and connectors. In fact, NoFun constructs will be really introduced in the next section when dealing with the case study, although just to the extend they are needed. A more detailed definition can be found at [8].

3.1. Non-functional attributes

In addition to their name, NF-attributes have the following characteristics in NoFun:

- They belong to a domain, which fixes the set of valid values and operations. Domains are then similar to the usual notion of data type in a programming language and so we include integer and real numbers (for measurable NF-attributes, for instance degree of reusability), boolean values (for NF-attributes that just hold or fail, as error recovery), disjoint union (for instance, efficiency as the disjoint union of time and space efficiency), by enumeration of values and so on. Also, we consider the existence of ad-hoc domains for particular cases of software systems; for instance, we have defined a domain for asymptotic complexity for measuring efficiency of data structures.

- They are classified of one of two kinds, basic or derived, depending on whether their value can be computed from others or not. A derived NF-attribute \( P \) includes the following parts:
  - The list \( L \) of other NF-attributes that determine \( P \)'s value.
  - A list of \( n \) guarded formulae of the form \( C_i => P = E_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), \( C_i \) being a boolean expression and \( E_i \) an expression yielding a value in \( P \)'s domain; if \( n = 1 \), then \( C_i \) is optional. The meaning of a formula is: \( P \) equals \( E_i \) if the condition \( C_i \) holds.

- They can be bound to different kind of components (program modules, libraries, systems, etc.), or even to particular services provided by components by means of ports.

- They have a scope, which determines the components in which they are in use. There is a relationship between scope and binding: a NF-attribute must be bound to a component finer than its scope. So, it is not possible for a NF-attribute bound to a library to have a scope restricted to just a few modules of the library.

- They may have multiple definitions. So, different projects may choose the more appropriate definition of NF-attributes.

The first two characteristics appear when the NF-attribute is defined inside a NF-attribute module; a single module may define more than one NF-attribute. In case of multiple definitions, each of them will appear at a different module.

Non-functional attributes may involve one or more measurement units, which model data sizes.

3.2. Non-functional behaviour

Once a component specification has been built, implementations for it may be written. Each implementation \( V \) for a given software component \( D \) should state its NF-behaviour with respect to the basic NF-attributes that are in use in \( D \); values of derived NF-attributes are automatically computed.

Obviously, a crucial question here is how can be checked that the stated NF-behaviour really corresponds to the functional implementation. Up to now, we have not done any significant work here, although we are trying to develop a framework to compute the value of some NF-attributes in an automatic manner [6].

3.3. Non-functional requirements

NF-requirements are the mean to state conditions on implementations of software components. Syntactically, they are usual boolean expressions enriched with some new constructs for non-functionality, which are mainly some useful quantification over the value of NF-attributes. Their purpose is to express relationships between properties and to represent the environment where implementations are to be inserted. They can appear both in non-functional specifications, to state properties that every implementation of the type must fulfil, or in non-functional implementations, to state constraints on the implementations of the imported components.

NF-requirements allow to refine the classical definition of implementation correctness, which focus on functional aspects. Given a specification \( SP \) and an implementation \( IMP \), both with functional and non-functional parts, \( SP = (FSP, NFSP) \) and \( IMP = (FI, NFI) \), we say that \( IMP \) is correct w.r.t. \( SP \) if:

- \( FI \) is (functionally) correct w.r.t. \( FSP \), for a given correctness definition.

All the NF-requirements stated in \( NFSP \) are satisfied by \( NFI \).
This second condition may be not computable if the NF-behaviour depends on the implementations of the imported components, as it happens often. In other words, a NF-requirement may not only hold or fail for a given implementation, but it also can be undefined. In this last case, we consider the implementation conditionally correct. A conditionally correct may later become a correct one, with appropriate implementation selection for the imported components.

4. Examples

We give here an example of treatment of two particular NF-requirements that appear in the meeting scheduler case study [7]: little interaction and good performance. We are going to develop in detail the first case, while we will just address partially to the second one, focusing on non-functional aspects. We use the constructs of NoFun to systematise non-functional descriptions.

To simplify some aspects of the development, we assume that the meeting initiator is always the same person.

4.1. Interaction

Meeting scheduler requirements include the sentence: "The amount of interaction among participants (...) should be kept as small as possible". We can view this as a NF-requirement concerning the usability of the system, and so we decide to deal with him in the non-functional side of system architecture, by defining a NF-attribute called interaction and then stating the valid NoFun constraint:

\[
\text{min(interaction)}
\]
as NF-requirement of the system.

4.1.1 Defining the NF-requirement. As suggested in [7], we consider interaction as the disjoint union of the number of delivered messages and their length (amount of negotiation could be expressed in terms of these two factors), trying then to measure the effort for obtaining the information for the meeting:

\[
\text{union} \text{ interaction } = (\text{delivered\_messages}, \text{information\_volume})
\]

So, minimising interaction means minimising both of them. This is to say, the following implicit equality follows from the interaction declaration:

\[
\text{min(interaction)} = \text{min(delivered\_messages)} \land \text{min(information\_volume)}
\]

While the first factor is clearly measurable with an integer, the way of dealing with the second is not so obvious. We decide to introduce an enumeration type trying to classify the most common information volume flow types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{integer delivered\_messages} \\
\text{enumeration ordered information\_volume} = \\
&\hspace{1cm} (\text{yes\_no, form, ascii, multimedia, ...})
\end{align*}
\]

The key word "ordered" means that values of the domain can be compared with a total order operator, considering values as ordered as they appear in the definition. This gives sense to the expression \text{min(information\_volume)}. However, \text{min(interaction)} is not really a useful criterion for measuring. How do we know that a system meets this goal? In fact, the NoFun "min" operator makes sense when selecting between existing implementations, as we will see in 4.2. When just one implementation is expected, it is necessary to translate this concept into concrete values, and this is what we are doing next.

Let's start with delivered\_messages. Concerning the functionality of the system, we can distinguish three kinds of interaction: initial information collection, resolution of conflicts and schedule broadcasting. As the exact number of messages depend on both the number of potential attendees and the number of conflicts, we introduce two measurement units for representing them:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{measurement unit} & \text{ nb\_attendees, nb\_conflicts} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Then, we obtain:

- Initial information collection: a broadcasting message from the initiator to the other attendees and their response gives nb\_attendees + 1 messages.
- Resolution of conflicts: the initiator sends a message to every attendee provoking a conflict, which must be answered. This yields to an amount of nb\_conflicts*2 messages.
- Schedule broadcasting: just a final message once all the conflicts have been solved.

\[\text{2 We are not considering explicitly the cost of reading messages. Partly, this cost depends on message length. However, it could be explicitly considered by introducing a third factor, or by redefining delivered\_messages by delivered\_and\_received\_messages.}\]

\[\text{3 A particular point has not been considered here: data range extension, which causes iteration of the three steps presented above. A way of dealing with data range extension would be introducing a third measurement unit and then multiplying with the amount obtained below.}\]
So, the optimal amount of messages equals to \( nb\_attendees + nb\_conflicts \times 2 + 2 \). However, requiring exactly this number of messages would certainly be too restrictive, so we allow an interaction policy with a few more messages:

\[
\text{requirements } \text{delivered\_messages} < \text{nb\_attendees} \times 2 + \text{nb\_conflicts} \times 3
\]

The important fact is that coefficients of measurement units remain the same, because they are the ones that rule the magnitude. With this requirement, we allow for instance the initiator delivering periodical messages to attendees informing of current status while negotiation is going on (just a few more messages during scheduling). On the other hand, some schemes do not pass this requirement and so they are forbidden; we may cite direct conflict resolution between conflicting attendees, which would increase the coefficient of \( nb\_conflicts \).

Concerning \( \text{information\_volume} \), we just require messages being ascii, forms or yes/no messages. Making use of the ordering relationship, this can be expressed as:

\[
\text{requirements } \text{information\_volume} \leq ascii
\]

### 4.1.2 NF-behaviour in a particular software architecture

Our software architecture for the meeting scheduler system (fig. 2) assigns a component for every attendee and for the initiator. In the components, we identify some ports that are bound with a connector.

```plaintext
component INITIATOR
  ports
    out init\_meeting, notify\_conflict
    out broadcast\_meeting
    in receive\_preferences, get\_new\_preferences
  end INITIATOR

component ATTENDEE
  ports
    in receive\_proposal, receive\_meeting
    in conflict\_notification
    out give\_preferences, solve\_conflict
  end ATTENDEE

connector INITIATOR\_ATTENDEE
  connects INITIATOR with ATTENDEE
  binds init\_meeting with receive\_proposal
     notify\_conflict with conflict\_notification
     broadcast\_meeting with receive\_meeting
     receive\_preferences with give\_preferences
     get\_new\_preferences with solve\_conflict
  end INITIATOR\_ATTENDEE
```

Fig. 2: Components and connectors of the first layer of the meeting scheduler system architecture.

Given these ports with their obvious meaning, and given also the analysis of message flow done in the last section, the NF-behaviour of the system with respect to the number of delivered messages can be defined in the following way:

\[
\text{MEETING\_SCHEDULER.delivered\_messages} = \text{INITIATOR.init\_meeting.delivered\_messages}
+ \text{ATTENDEE.give\_preferences.delivered\_messages} \times \text{nb\_attendees}
+ \text{INITIATOR.notify\_conflict.delivered\_messages} \times \text{nb\_conflicts}
+ \text{ATTENDEE.solve\_conflict.delivered\_messages} \times \text{nb\_conflicts}
+ \text{INITIATOR.broadcast\_meeting.delivered\_messages}
\]

(Note qualification of NF-attributes to distinguish which software unit are they referring to.)

Concerning message volume, and taking profit of the fact of the NF-attribute being ordered, we define it as the maximum of the values in those operations involving more than one message:

\[
\text{MEETING\_SCHEDULER.information\_volume} = \max(\text{information\_volume},
\{\text{ATTENDEE.give\_preferences},
\text{INITIATOR.notify\_conflict},
\text{ATTENDEE.solve\_conflict}\})
\]

The last step has to be with giving values to the NF-attributes at the port level. This should appear in the NF-behaviour modules bound to the \( ATTENDEE \) and \( INITIATOR \) components. The values should be explicitly written by humans, until a way of computing them automatically is provided.

Fig. 3 presents the whole first layer of the meeting scheduler system architecture.

### 4.2. Performance

One of the non-functional goals of the system is performance. Although this goal must be carefully handled, especially with colliding with other goals, some particular requirements can be easily identified. Consider, for instance, a partial view of the inner architecture for the \( INITIATOR \) component, formed by a control module and a data repository for storing user names. The control module imports the repository and so there exists a
data repository for storing user names. The control module imports the repository and so there exists a connector between both of them. If we define the repository as an instance of a generic SET component, this connector can be defined in terms of a parameter passing operation that bounds user characteristics to set elements.

If many implementations for sets exist using different data structures (hashing, AVL trees, lists, etc.), the main criteria for choosing one of them seems to be efficiency, perhaps together with reliability. To be more precise, it seems advisable to minimise the execution time for the retrieval operation, which surely will be the most frequently used. This requirement will be more important if the component is going to be adapted to other environments, perhaps larger ones, as suggested by the system requirements in [7]. As a secondary criterion, we ask for error recovering in implementations.

It is important to note that this NF-requirement must appear in the non-functional part of the connector that represents the import relationship, as shown in fig. 4. Note also that the implementation part of the connector is empty, because the parameter passing really takes place in the SET(USER) component using the constructs provided for whatever the programming language is, and also because we have not included NF-attributes specific for the connector to assign values to.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a proposal for putting non-functional information of software systems into software architectures. Non-functionality is described by means of a notation called NoFun, which allows to introduce non-functional attributes of software, to give values to these attributes in component and connectors, and to formulate non-functional requirements in terms of these attributes. We have tried to illustrate the feasibility of our approach...
by addressing two particular aspects of the meeting scheduler case study.

We consider that the salient features of our approach are:

• NoFun is a step forward to deal with non-functionality in a precise way, different from the usual case (natural language). There is a lot of work done in studying NF-attributes, defining metrics, and so on, but we think there is a lack of notations to express the concepts arising in the field. A notation such as NoFun provides a common framework in which people can state, analyse and compare their proposals about non-functionality.

• Concerning the power of the language, we would like to remark that it presents many features which are necessary to model non-functionality in a proper way: 1) NF-attributes may be defined in more than one way; 2) they can be bound to different software units; 3) they can have different scopes; 4) NF-requirements may be ordered with respect to their relative importance.

• We have stated our approach without compromising with particular software architecture styles or notation. So, we think that our approach can be adapted to a variety of particular existing proposals.

There are many approaches for defining a language to state non-functionality, but as far as we know they are limited in scope. An interesting approach appears in [23], which provides a framework to evaluate the design of software systems, the measurement criterion being the adequacy of implementations with respect to some non-functional requirements stated over a set of attributes. The requirements are stated as an array of weights over the properties and every attribute has a weight too; then, the evaluation of implementations results in a number and comparison is possible. However, the notation proposed in this work is not as general as that presented here; also, the proposal is not integrated into the software itself losing some of the advantages we have mentioned in the introduction.

On the other hand, [5, 16, 19, 21] provide some language constructs to state program efficiency. [5] aims at coding generation from some high-level language constructs manipulating a relation data type; in the general case, there are many ways to generate this code and so information about efficiency is used to select the optimal translation. [21] focuses on program transformation: algorithms are refined using a library of components with pre-post functional specifications; when there are many components whose pre-post specification allows its inclusion in the algorithm being refined, efficiency is used to break the tie. The proposal in [16] keeps similar ideas but in the real-time framework.

Concerning [19], it is perhaps the proposal closest to ours due to its definition in the component programming framework and also to the existence of special modules collecting some kind of non-functional information (constraints on efficiency in this case), although the work focuses on software reusability and verification, which are two fields we have not yet addressed. Efficiency in [19] is difficult to handle because it is "tight" efficiency (an exact measure of efficiency) and this often requires the definition of auxiliary models to express the time consumed by component operations.

Also, it is worth mentioning the existence of the so-called process-oriented approaches for dealing with non-functionality. These approaches use non-functional information to guide the development of software systems. The most widespread one was proposed by Mylopoulos et al. [15] and it was developed in the information systems area. Also, some work has been done on knowledge-based systems, notably in the MIKE system [24], whose main ideas are close to those of Mylopoulos et al. In both cases, they also propose a language more oriented to keep track of the development process, defining some constructs to refine non-functional goals, to state conflicting NF-requirements, and by the like. In some sense, we can say that their language is more abstract than ours, and as stated in [15], we could see both notations as complementary, both contributing to a comprehensive framework for dealing with non-functional specifications and non-functional requirements.
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